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I. INTRODUCTION

Safety is often viewed as a quantity to be traded off

for better performance. We look to provide safety verifi-

cation approaches that enhance rather than compromise on

performance. Two examples are presented here. First, we

discuss verifably safe adaptive cruise control (ACC) that

maintains short following distances and prescribes smooth

braking trajectories. Finally, intersection signal timing is

implemented with guards that maintain safety invariants. We

also show how the addition of one other color may improve

the performance of intersections without trading off safety.

II. ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL

Modern ACC technologies are designed to improve the

comfort or safety of the driver, but no safety guarantees

are asserted. Moreover, designs for ACC for convoying

put emphasis on properties like string stability [1] and

take safety for granted. Recent theoretical work in ACC

safety verification requires discrete braking modes (i.e.,

any acceleration is allowed in one mode and a sufficiently

large braking deceleration required in the other) and, in the

case of heterogeneous vehicles, usually overly conservative

separation distances to make such safety guarantees [2].

Thus, existing work both risks reducing driver comfort while

also eliminating any of the performance gains typically

associated with automated highways.

A. Hybrid Systems Model Checking for Safety

Rather than assuming that no information is known about

the braking capabilities of adjacent vehicles, we assume

that the braking class of that surrounding vehicles can be

inferred. This assumption does not require sophisticated

communication systems; the information may be function-

ally static and updated at regular service intervals. Moreover,

rather than generating safety pre-conditions that are agnostic

to the acceleration of the egocentric vehicle, we parameterize

those pre-conditions with measured information from the

vehicle. The result is an upper bound on acceleration that

varies with samples of the state of the environment. So accel-

eration requirements vary smoothly while still guaranteeing

collision-free safety in each leader–follower pair.

B. From Model Checking to Software Verification

To verify the safety of software (as opposed to behav-

ioral models) in hybrid systems, we embed the continuous

dynamics into the software specifications themselves. The

result is a software paradigm consistent with Hoare’s vision

of a verifying compiler. Superficially sampled versions of the

continuous-time dynamics are provided in the specifications

within loop-like structures that induce the continuous-time

dynamics. Using modest modifications to existing tools,

verification conditions are generated from the annotated

code that must be consistent with differential invariants [3]

that are required for safety. Some of these verification

conditions can be discharged by an SMT solver, and others

can be discharged manually until sufficiently rich lemmas

are available to the solver.

III. SIGNAL TIMING FOR INTERSECTIONS

Using an approach similar to the ACC model checking

described above, we design several novel crossing guards

for intersection signal timing that guarantee safety while

allowing for several different performance metrics. These

guards are equipped with safety invariants that guarantee

safety between signal decision times. We also propose that

an additional light color can be added to improve traffic

throughput with no impact on safety.
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